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KEY=SPIRIT - NORRIS ELLIS

Restless Spirit
Sourcebooks Casablanca Three men want her, but only one can give her the
love of a lifetime When Tuesday Cane inherits her grandmother's house at
Allister Lake, she's not expecting to ﬁnd love. But how can she choose
between her sexy neighbor and handyman, Shepherd; Reed, a gorgeous
former TV star; and her old ﬂame Adrian, who still knows just how to push
her buttons? The only way to know for sure is to try them all... Surrounded
by so many interesting men and erotic temptations, Tuesday has no
intention of committing. But deep down she longs for that special
connection. Question is, which guy will entice this restless spirit into ﬁnally
settling down?

The Best of Sommer Marsden
Accent Press Ltd From edgy and intense, to light and comedic, this collection
of over twenty hand-picked dirty tales runs the gamut of erotic ﬁction.
Stories include a supernatural spurred ménage, a captivating Dom who
takes control at a crowded house party, an irresistible alpha who makes
recycling kind to the body and the planet. A husband encouraging his wife
to take advantage of a girl crush and a woman who can’t help but lose
herself between two of her two best friends in a night of passion. A
curvaceous woman gets stuck in her boot—that’s right, just one—before an
important interview with a handsome applicant and a public spanking
makes a young woman reconsider the disposable nature of her rebound
guy. Find out why Sommer Marsden’s been called “...one of the top
storytellers in the erotica genre” (Violet Blue), “Unapologetic” (Alison
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Tyler) and “...the whirling dervish of erotica” (Craig J. Sorensen). It’s all
right here in this collection. All you have to do is step inside.

The Highest Bidder
Xcite Book Recent widow Casey Briggs is all about her upcoming charity
bachelor auction. She doesn't have time for dating. Her heart isn't strong
enough yet. But when one of their bachelors is arrested and she ﬁnds
herself a hunky guy short, she employs her best friend Annie to ﬁnd her a
new guy pronto. Enter Nick Murphy - handsome, kind, and not very hard to
look at, thank you very much. And he quickly makes her feel things she
hasn't felt in a while. A very long while. Casey's not sure if she's ready for
it - the whole moving on thing. But as she prepares to auction Nick oﬀ,
she's discovering that her ﬁrst hunch was correct - he's damn near
priceless.

Lost in You
HarperCollins UK Trapped inside a luxury mall during a violent storm, small
town girl, Clover Brite, is thrust into the arms of international playboy
Dorian Martin. Lightning strikes inside the building as well as outside...

Muse
HarperCollins UK Life as a nude model wasn’t what Dani Young expected. It
was all Chris’s idea. His art class was minus one model and her life needed
a change—a big one. An emotional shake up, he said. Something to make
her feel wild and brave and free.

Taste It
Xcite Book Cariad means love... discover the new Cariad Singles collection of
spicy romances. Jill and Cole are competing for the title of Best Chef. The
spicy, sizzling and heated televised contest fuels a lust in Jill she'd rather
keep buried. She can't be staring at the man's muscles ... he's her
competition! During a quick cooking throwdown things start to simmer and
it becomes harder and harder for Jill to ignore that she's smitten in the
kitchen. Cole's suggestive glances and sly smiles aren't helping her any.
When fate puts her in his shower and then his chivalrous nature puts her in
his borrowed clothes, there's no way to deny the natural heat between
them.

Boys Next Door
Mischief Never in her hottest dreams did Farrell McGee expect a move to
Tower Terrace to be such an erotic roller coaster ride. Indulge in e~Boys
Next Doore(tm), an explicit erotica novel from Mischief Books.
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Lucky Streak
CreateSpace Bondage and love bites, rag ropes, spanking and sex al fresco,
it's all at your ﬁngertips in this new collection by Sommer Marsden. Lucky
Streak is the follow-up book to the original anthology Lucky 13--#9 in
Violet Blue's Ten Hottest Sex Books of 2009. It's chock-full of brand new
stories, never before published, from sinful to sultry to sweet, just waiting
for you to dive in. So, the question seems to be, do you feel lucky?
Well...do you?

Beast in Me
Book Two in the Divination Falls
Trilogy
Xcite Book Beast in Me by Sommer Marsden - Book Two in the Divination
Falls trilogy Weather worker Cameron Bale rolls into Divination Falls after
being prompted by Spirit and Brother Lighting. He discovers that the small,
hidden town full of shifters and magical types is suﬀering a series of
unsettling events. There’s speculation from the town seers that he could
be the answer they’ve been looking for. Cameron’s willing to try and help:
he’s got nowhere to go and nothing to lose. His life is simply about
loneliness and it turns out that Trace, a grumpy wolf with stunning eyes,
knows just what that feels like. Cam ﬁnds himself wishing maybe they
could be alone … together. Oh yeah, and battle whatever evil it is that still
lurks in Divination Falls.

Chasing Shade
HarperCollins UK If she was selﬁsh, she’d let him love her. If she was more
selﬁsh, she’d tell him that she loved him too.

Calendar Girl
Xcite Book An erotic romance novel by Sommer Marsden. Merritt Evans is
expecting a lot out of her marriage but what she is not expecting is to
come home to ﬁnd her husband Drake diddling with the local trainer.
Thanks to friends in high places, Merritt's divorced by the new year. She’s
ready to put her old life behind her and her best friend Jeﬀrey--drag queen
and fake psychic extraordinaire--comes up with a game plan. A year of fun,
frolicking and hot sex. No strings, no expectations and did he mention hot
sex? A fresh guy every single month to get all the needs and kinks and
cravings out of her system so she can move on. Merritt’s doing well with
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her plan until Penn Fratila shows up. Hot, Romanian and sexy as hell. Oh
yeah, and he wants her. Bad.

Once Bitten Twice Shy
HarperCollins UK August Adams has an awful track record with love. She’s
worked very hard to make herself emotionally unavailable. Her life consists
of her art, her best friend, and a feral cat named Iris. Until the day Jack
Murphy falls into her life. Literally.

Gritty
Rough Erotic Fiction
Includes gritty ﬁction by: Quinn Gabriel * Willsin Rowe * Rita Winchester *
Alison Tyler * Sommer Marsden * Aisling Weaver * Heidi Champa * Shanna
Germain * Parker Ford * Justine Elyot Needs. We all have them. What you
will ﬁnd in this book are tales-tawdry and otherwise-of folks who are on a
mission to fulﬁll their needs. Or, in some cases, people who are lucky
enough to have partners willing to help them meet their needs. Dirty,
rough, gritty, coarse, sometimes startling-always stimulating. This is love
and lust, f*cking and seduction on the rough side. The gritty, edgy
underbelly of relationships and love and sex. CONTENT WARNINGS: This
book contains rough sex, explicit sex, explicit language, inﬁdelity, m/f/m
sex, m/m sex, m nage, corporal punishment, whipping, seduction and
BDSM. Readers 18+ ONLY

Sugarshuttle Express
A short story of sex in altered
states
Sweetmeats Press A three-day hike becomes a three-day high when Danny
and Wren climb aboard the Sugarshuttle Express by Sommer Marsden!

Kiss Me, You Animal
Xcite Book Book Three in the Divination Falls Trilogy by Sommer Marsden.
Leaving behind a violent ex and coming to a new town isn't on Tate
Moore's list of fun things to do. And his newfound psychic abilities are
becoming more of a hindrance than a help. So he's having a wee bit of
trouble controlling his temper. Hence a ﬁght his ﬁrst night in Divination
Falls with a cocky, yet gorgeous, stranger. A tall, dark and handsome
stranger, just to drag that cliché into the mix. Finding his niche in such a
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small, tight-knit town won't be easy, but keeping busy will deﬁnitely help.
Which is how Tate ﬁnds himself slinging hash from a rebuilt trailer and
trying to convince himself that hooking up with that hunky Cheat
MacDougal would be a very bad idea. After all, a fox and a horse? It sounds
like the beginning to a bad joke. And yet... Despite his annoying concerns,
Tate's starting to think the one thing that can soothe the sting of having to
run from his past is running toward his future. And though temporary,
being with Cheat might be part of his future. In the midst of his emotional
turmoil, ﬁst ﬁghts and trying to get a food truck going in a town full of
hungry shifters, his pesky new talents are warning him of a stranger in his
new land. Tate's cryptic but accurate intuition tells him the worse thing
possible, they could all be in danger...

The Game
Xcite Books Three passionate novellas from The Secret Library range that
oﬀer essential, sensual reading. The Game – Jeﬀ Cott The Game is the story
of Ellie’s bid to change from sexy, biddable housewife to sexy dominant
goddess. Ellie and Jake are a happily married couple who play a bedroom
game. Having lost the last Game Ellie must start the new one where she
left oﬀ – bound and gagged on the bed. As she ﬁgures out how to tie
herself up before Jake’s return from work, Ellie remembers the last Game
and has ideas for the new one. Jake is immensely strong and loving and has
seemingly endless sexual stamina so the chances of Ellie truly gaining
control look slim. Although she has won the Game on occasions, she
suspects he lets her win just so he can overwhelm her in the next. She has
to ﬁnd a way to break this pattern. But does she succeed? One of Us –
Antonia Adams Successful artist Natalie Crane is midway through a
summer exhibition with friend and agent Anton when Will Falcon strolls
tantalisingly into her life. After a messy divorce, a relationship is not
Natalie’s priority. Anton takes an immediate dislike to the shaven-headed
composer, but Natalie is captivated. He is everything she is not: free,
impulsive and seemingly with no thought for the future. He introduces her
toDorset’s beautiful coves and stunning countryside and their time
together is magical. Things get complicated when her most famous
painting, a nude self-portrait, is stolen and there are no signs of a break-in.
When it’s time for her return toLondon, Will doesn’t turn up to say
goodbye, and she cannot trace him. Anton tells her to forget him, but she
cannot. Then she discovers the stakes are much higher than they ﬁrst
appeared. Taste It – Sommer Marsden The Secret Library Collection is
brought to you by Xcite Books, ETO Best Book Brand of the Year 2010,
2011, 2012 and 2013. The Secret Library is praised for its discreet covers,
sensual plot lines and gorgeous alpha males. In this edition, three carefully
selected novellas grace it's pages, to make you fall in love with erotica all
over again. But Shhh! It's a secret! The Game – Jeﬀ Cott The Game is the
story of Ellie’s bid to change from sexy, biddable housewife to dominant
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goddess. As a happily married couple, Ellie and Jake hope to spice things
up with a bedroom game of submission, domination and bondage. Jake is
immensely strong and loving and has seemingly endless sexual stamina, a
prime alpha male. May the Game commence. One of Us – Antonia Adams
One of Us is the indulgent story of successful artist, and recently divorced,
Natalie Crane and her path to back to sexual liberation. Midway through a
summer exhibition, Will Falcon strolls tantalisingly into her life. Natalie is
captivated; he is everything she is not: free, impulsive and seemingly with
no thought for the future. He introduces her to Dorset’s beautiful coves
and stunning countryside and their time together is magical. But when her
nude self-portrait is stolen, and Will disappears, it seems Natalie is alone
again... Taste It – Sommer Marsden The tale of Jill and Cole, competing for
the title of Best Chef in a heated televised contest. With Cole's strapping
biceps distracting her, Jill ﬁnds the competition is hotting up. When fate
puts her in his shower and then his chivalrous nature puts her in his
borrowed clothes, there’s no way to deny the natural heat between them.

Ferryman
Erotic Gay Fiction
Xcite Book "The characters are realisitic and the dialogue is top-notch ... a
very satisfying read." - MM Good Book Reviews An erotic novella by
Sommer Marsden with gay, MMF and menage themes. Charon's only job is
to make another man happy. No matter what. Even if the demands of his
rock star boss twists his heart until he admits to himself exactly what he
want – Graham for his own. Against all odds.

Inventing Herself
An Erotic Novella
Xcite Book Cariad means love... discover the new Cariad Singles collection of
spicy romances. Sophie Calhoun has a good job writing for a hot women's
magazine. Her latest assignment is to do an article about how a strong,
conﬁdent woman can look deeper into herself to ﬁnd her centre. The only
problem is Sophie feels lost. On a whim one morning, looking for the
answers to her unwritten article and the silent turmoil in her heart, she
takes a hike. In the wilderness she ﬁnds a very large man sitting alone,
calm and still and smiling - everything Sophie wants to be. When he opens
his eyes and that smile is directed at her, Sophie begins to ﬁnd herself...
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You're My Toy
Hachette UK A collection of ﬁve erotic short stories with mixed and varied
themes including bdsm, spanking and role play. You’re My Toy by Sommer
Marsden When Aaron buys Janie a sexy Christmas present she has no idea
of the fun they’ll have with it, both in and out of the house. In fact they
have so much fun, Janie begins to wonder just exactly who the present is
for: her, Aaron or possibly even the waiter at a very posh restaurant they
visit. The Devil’s Harlot by Morgan Honeyman Sophie advertises for a man
to fulﬁl her fantasies. He has to be 20 years younger and prepared to
dress-up. Jack turns out to be perfect in every way and they spend an
exciting lust-ﬁlled few hours together. Trouble is, Sophie doesn’t want her
fantasy to end – yet reality was never part of the deal. But turns out Jack
has a few fantasies of his own that need fulﬁlling. Hugs, Kisses,
Dominatrices by Tara S Nichols His new housemate is a Goth who gets up
to all kinds of noisy and (he is sure) perverse, activities in her room. If only
he had the courage to tell her to go, but he has fallen in love with her. One
day he sneaks into her room when she is at work and inadvertently breaks
one of her vibrators – even he can see this is no ordinary vibrator and he’s
pondering about how to ﬁx it when she returns and demands he take its
place. A Bonding Experience by Teresa Noelle Roberts Karla and Eric know
Ryo, but not his girlfriend, Jessie. When they go for a night of rope
bondage to Ryo’s, who’s a bit of a master in the art of rope work, they
don’t know what to expect. But soon the girls are tied together, face to
face, and it proves to be a bonding experience for all of them. Like Ribbons
by L A Fields Missy doesn’t usually proposition prostitutes, but life on the
road with her band gets lonely and when she spots a stunning-looking
young man in Phoenix she can’t resist inviting him back home for some
light entertainment. Wade tells her he isn’t usually into girls – and Missy is
pleased to be his ﬁrst. But when her band mates return, she realises Wade
has history with the lead guitarist, Darian, and the two have a lot of
catching up to do. These stories have also been published in Kinky Girls
ISBN 9781907016561

Take Me
A Collection of Submissive
Adventures
Mischief Ten rough and ready stories about men who take the lead and
adventurous women. 'Take Me' features original erotica from Lucy
Salisbury, Sommer Marsden, Rose de Fer, Tenille Brown, Giselle Renarde
and many more. Another sexy short story collection from Mischief Books.
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Report for Repair
A Gay Erotic Novella
Xcite Book A gay erotic novella by Sommer Marsden Report for Repair brings
us a very determined Chance whose arch nemesis – a dead oak – becomes
his ticket to seeing a very hot Sunshine Gas and Electric man who is
deﬁnitely making him work for it. But that's ﬁne, Chance isn't above taking
matters into his own hands.

Cocktales
Xcite Book Sizzling sexy short stories Sex in the tropical palm house
transports her to an erotic paradise … Their new sex toy lets her dominate
her husband in all the best ways … When the cinema lights go down, that’s
when the naughty fun begins … These are just some of the tales of lust and
desire from the best names in erotic ﬁction, including Kay Jaybee,
Charlotte Stein, and Sommer Marsden

The Rebound Guy
A collection of ﬁve erotic stories
Accent Press Ltd A collection of ﬁve varied spanking stories from Xcite
Books. Rebound Guy by Sommer Marsden Erin is using Perry to help her
get over her ex-boyfriend. He’s fun in bed but he doesn’t fulﬁl her kinkiest
needs – until the night she ﬂashes him her panties, emblazoned with the
words ‘Spank Me’. What she doesn’t realise is Perry is taking her to a
swinging party, where those panties will be taken as an open invitation...
The Ice Queen Cometh by Astarte Working as the press relations oﬃcer for
celebrated fashion designer and dominant lesbian Marijka Bernstrøm
deﬁnitely has its perks. Invited to spend the weekend with Marijka in a
luxury Nice hotel suite, submissive softie Adele seizes the opportunity to
oﬀer herself up for a spanking. Will she make the heart of her ice queen
boss melt?. Ride A Horse – Ride A Cowboy by Chloe Devlin Visiting her
uncle’s ranch in Wyoming gives Cindy a welcome break from the pressures
of work. She ﬁnds herself attracted to ranch hand Jake, and when she
accepts his oﬀer to put her through her paces like one of his horses, his
unique training methods ensure she’ll have the most pleasurably punishing
ride of her life Girls Who Wear Glasses? By Laurel Aspen Tara wakes with a
hangover, remembering very little of the party the night before – and that
includes the cute man bringing her breakfast in bed. Despite the fact she
passed out on him, Jack wants to see her again. He’s discovered her secret
life as a writer of CP ﬁction, and is keen to give her some hands-on
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experience to complement her naughty spanking fantasies. The Good Girl
by Emily Dubberley At the age of thirty, Susie has it all – a good job, plenty
of money and the freedom to do what she wants. But life is somehow dull
and routine. Seeking to break the rules, she climbs into the park to play on
the swings after dark. Thanks to the punishing palm of a horny park
keeper, Susie’s about to learn just how good it can feel to be bad. These
stories have also been published in Naughty Spanking One ISBN
9781906125937

Unexpected
Erotic Gay Fiction
Accent Press Ltd When gay guy Charlie agrees to father a baby for his friend
Mariah he has no idea that, uanble to cope, she'd disappear to California
and he'd be left holding the baby. Then he meets Giovanni, all lean and
kinetic and beautiful who not only brings some sunshine back into his life
but adores children too.

Worship
A collection of ﬁve erotic stories
Accent Press Ltd A collection of ﬁve erotic stories with mixed and varied
themes. Worship by Sommer Marsden Since Nicole’s boyfriend left her, so
has her ability to paint. Blocked and frustrated at three in the morning, she
ﬁnds herself spilling her woes to Todd, her cute next-door neighbour. Her
ex may have treated her like dirt, but Todd knows she’s really a woman
who deserves to be worshipped – and he’s just the man to do it. Arousing a
Queen by Rosie Thornleigh The Virini mark the coming of spring with a
complex and powerful fertility ritual. It is a night when girls become
women and arousal is everything. Before the drums stop beating, the
Chosen One must satisfy Queen Alessa in the hope of fathering the tribe’s
next Queen. Can Maylor, chosen by fate, rise to the challenge? What’s In A
Name by Roxanne Sinclair When the only other passenger in the lift turns
out to be a gorgeous Frenchman, Jennifer knows exactly what to do – press
the ‘stop’ button and let events take their course, knowing it won’t be long
before her companion is going down... The Surprise by Dolores Day Lady
Emma isn’t sure quite what’s missing from her marriage, but she knows
her husband, Richard, is failing to supply it. She plans a secret assignation
with the rakish Henry de Vere, but Richard thwarts her plans. Will the
punishment he gives her for being so disobedient ﬁnally unlock the passion
between them? She Came One Night by Sophie Alan Her boyfriend’s
favourite science-ﬁction series bores her, until a beautiful, quirky alien
joins the cast. Intrigued, she becomes a regular viewer, enjoying her ﬁrst
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girl crush. She never imagines this blue-skinned babe will show up in her
bedroom in the middle of the night, eager to explore inter-planetary
relations... These stories have also been published in Ultimate Sex
9781905170951

Lion Hearted
Book One in The Divination Falls
Trilogy
Accent Press Ltd Tryg Avondale is the muscle for his pride, and when he’s
called upon to hunt down two missing teens, he sees the job for what it is –
a chance to give his pride a break from him and his “nature”. Tryg is a gay
lion and it’s not something his “family” seems to embrace. He takes with
him Luke Dorchester – an empath and the perfect travel companion. Luke
can feel and soothe every emotion that coils deep inside Tryg, and the sex
between them is the hottest Tryg has ever known. Tryg has no intention of
letting his emotions go any further when it comes to this brand new man.
But he also has zero intention of letting him go. What follows is a road trip
from campground to campground, hot nights in hotel rooms and close
encounters spent together as they follow the scent of the two abducted
shifters. A scent that takes them to Divination Falls, a haven for shifters
and associated magical folk; a place where an old evil will surface and Tryg
will learn just how far his love for lion-hearted Luke must take him.

You Get What You Pay For
A collection of ﬁve erotic stories
Accent Press Ltd A collection of ﬁve erotic stories with mixed themes and
explicit sex, brought to you by Xcite Books, winners of ETO's Best Erotic
Book Brand 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013. You Get What You Pay For by J
Smith Her husband has always fantasised about her being a slutty
prostitute and getting paid for sex, so one night they role-play the fantasy.
She dresses like a tart and he picks her up on a street corner. Then he
decides he'd like her to play the part for real. She agrees to pick up a
stranger in a bar and let him pay her for sex, but this is a tale with a twist.
Leave it to her, Beaver by Landon Dixon Charlie stays with a friend's
quaintly old-fashioned parents in California, and on his last night he cleans
out their garage to show appreciation for the free bed and board.
Afterwards, his friend's mother oﬀers to give him a massage to relieve his
aching muscles. And to Charlie's amazement her approach to massage is
far from quaint and old fashioned. She relieves a lot more than his aching
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arm muscles! Appraising Tara by Poppy Drew Tara has spent weeks
fantasising about her strictly disciplinarian boss, Martin, giving her a good
spanking. Then they go away to a conference together where she is to act
as his PA. Little does she know that Martin has correctly interpreted that
faraway look in her eyes and the next time she hears him say, 'Do you need
a good spanking, young lady?' it's for real. Flexible by Sommer Marsden
Ellen is annoyed when her exercise bike breaks, she doesn't like gyms, but
husband, Rick persuades her to go and she meets his friend, Graham, who
takes her breath away. When Rick suggests they invite Graham and
Chandra for an evening of love-making and dinner, Ellen willingly accepts.
She ﬁnds the beautiful Chandra just as sexy as Graham and the two
couples have one of the most exciting evenings of their lives. Politically
Incorrect by Kate Dominic No man likes to discover he can't satisfy his
wife. But this husband decides to do something about it. When Marcy tells
him her very special fantasy he decides to do something about it. With the
help of two willing friends, he arranges for her fantasy to become reality.
After a night that exceeds their wildest expectations, this couple know that
reality will never be the same again. These stories have also been
published in Indecent Proposals ISBN 9781907016585

The Accidental Cougar
CreateSpace What would be the harm in a little ﬂing? What would be so bad
about bedding a young man who could technically be my son? He wasn't
my son. He wasn't my anything. But he could possibly, if I could unclench
my ass long enough, be my lover. My lover. What was so bad? Right?

Finding Herself
The Secret Library
Xcite Book Love stories. In this collection of erotic romance novellas,
diﬀerent women dare to open up their hearts in a search of a meaningful
relationship. From the heart of the wilderness to the streets of suburbia,
love can - and does - strike anywhere, as these hot, funny, uplifting tales
prove.

Learning to Drown
CreateSpace Ember is into the whole abduction scenario. She tries and tries
to coach her boyfriend Damien in the ﬁne art of being her abductor and
sexual tyrant. It's not working. One night, while locked in his truck's tool
box, she's towed from Damien's property. Lucas Crow, freelance repo man
and all around growly dominant, rescues her from her self-imposed prison.
He even takes her home, feeds her and gets her cuﬀs oﬀ when it becomes
evident that Damien is not coming to her rescue.Taken with Ember and her
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story, Lucas gives her a choice. Stay in her unhappy relationship and play
'games' (basically dominating Damien by dictating his behavior) or stay
with him as his 'captive' and learn what true surrender is. It's like learning
to drown, giving up to get where you want to be. Ember is eerily taken with
this man and his quiet and sure ways. The more she discovers the more
she wants to discover. Like his history, his back story, where that sexy scar
in his eyebrow came from. When Ember meets Matthew Crow, she's not
sure she can do what might be expected of her. Matthew's everything his
brother isn't. He's mouthy, petulant, younger and spoiled. And he informs
her on the way to a repo job, that they share women–he and Lucas. And
they're going to share her–and he can't wait to get his taste. Ember is torn.
Stay and get to experience more of the sexual talents of Lucas and
Matthew Crow or leave. Does she stay and learn to drown and maybe
experience the erotic levels she truly craves, or does she keep struggling
and never learn the joy of submission and surrender?

Take Me: A Collection of Submissive
Adventures
HarperCollins UK Ten rough and ready stories about men who take the lead
and adventurous women. ‘Take Me’ features original erotica from Lucy
Salisbury, Sommer Marsden, Rose de Fer, Tenille Brown, Giselle Renarde
and many more. Another sexy short story collection from Mischief Books.

Angry Sex
CreateSpace Luna Watkins can't remember feeling so stressed. Her teenage
son Nick's health issues are reemerging and her ex Ben wants to help but
is just making ends meet with odd jobs. Her catering business is thriving
but too hectic for her to handle, at least that's what it feels like. Not to
mention since she's been divorced, she hasn't dated much and has had sex
even less. When Nick decides to visit his grandparents for the summer,
Luna is devastated. And yet, she sees a chance to work through her anger
and her angst. Maybe some time to feed her body, mind and soul knowing
he's well taken care of.Enter Adam Singleton, her new, last minute server.
Handsome, gruﬀ Adam who's working through his own anger. Flirting turns
to sparring. Sparring turns to angry sex—like therapy but naked. As time
goes by and Luna and Adam become even more entangled, with their
hardships and each other, the question becomes, does angry sex turn to
more anger…or peace?

Come Play With Me Again: A
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Mischief Erotica Collection
HarperCollins UK The sequel to our most popular collection of original
erotica.

Torture by Pleasure
A collection of ﬁve erotic stories
Accent Press Ltd An Xcite Books collection of ﬁve erotic stories with mixed
themes including contemporary, m/f, fem sub, menage and consensual
cuckoldry. Torture by Pleasure by Bella Marks Where is the line between
pleasure and suﬀering? A sub ﬁnds out, and crosses the line, as her master
delivers a well-deserved punishment. He tortures her with pleasure and
teases her to within an inch of her sanity. Using his ﬁngers, his cock and
some evil little brushes, he brings her to the edge over and over again. But
will she get to come? It’s up to him. Getting Ready for Mick by Jodie
Johnson-Smith Sent to the country to ﬁnish her book, Fiona is soon feeling
lonely. The only visitor she has is Penny, the busty campaigner, who is hellbent on stopping the council from building on the ﬁeld behind Fiona’s
cottage. When three guys arrive to start the work, Fiona decides to get to
know them better. But although getting ready for Mick is highly
pleasurable, all is not as it seems and Fiona knows that the guys will soon
be leaving. Meanwhile, Penny has decided on a new campaign ... Oil, Wine,
Miles and Dreaming by Ms Peach Waking from a deliciously erotic dream,
Amy expects another dull day in her job as a doctor’s receptionist. But
Michael has other ideas. He’s the hunky patient she’s lusted after for ever,
and when she accepts his oﬀer of a dinner date, she doesn’t realise it’ll
lead to a night of unforgettable pleasure. Glow by Sommer Marsden Adam
is Irene’s perfect man, oﬀering her everything she could possibly need –
except his love. But she keeps making the trip to his home, where a lantern
glows in the window, a sign of how much he wants her, because the
pleasure he gives her is far too good to ignore. And maybe tonight will be
the night he goes that one step further and gives her his heart, too...
Someone Borrowed, Something Blue by Elizabeth Coldwell Melanie’s
husband-to-be has the kinkiest fantasies about watching her with another
man. She has fantasies about being dominated by a horny stranger. And
with the aid of a willing wedding photographer and a second-hand dress,
she’s about to make every single one of those fantasies come true.

Captivated
HarperCollins UK A hot erotica collection about being in control, or needing
to serve. ‘Captivated’ includes original erotica stories from Justine Elyot,
Lolita Lopez, Charlotte Stein, Aishling Morgan and Lisette Ashton. Another
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hot short story collection from Mischief Books.

Submitting: A Mischief Erotica
Collection
HarperCollins UK Kinky games and arrangements abound in this Mischief
collection of original erotic ﬁction.

Customer Service
A Collection of Five Erotic Stories
Xcite Book A collection of ﬁve erotic spanking stories from Xcite Books,
ETO's Best Erotic Book Brand 2010, 2011 and 2012. Customer Service by
Jade Taylor Gemma is the successful manager of a top-class hotel, but
business is business when the hotel owner sends her to apologise to a key,
corporate client concerning a booking oversight. The head of Toshikoe
Enterprises is not quite what Gemma expected, but he is determined that
she make amends for her hotel’s mistake and demands immediate
compensation. Only for Gemma his requests for redress bring more than
just a ﬂush to her cheek. Grip by Sommer Marsden When Annalee comes
home with a new haircut, her husband Jacob is far from happy. Is she
concerned? No. It’s her hair and her decision. She’s in charge, or is she?
Their evening out with her husband’s boss leads Jacob to regard her
hairstyle in a diﬀerent light. Her new look begins to weave its magic on her
husband. Deep, dark desires are stirred that begin to herald the animal
within. Master, Come For Me Again by Kitti Bernetti Nineteenth century
England is a place of two worlds. One is tight-lipped and respectful of
status, the other full of hidden passion and desires. Reﬂecting on her past
life, Lizzie Langdale recounts a journey from rustic, childhood innocence to
the wilder and uninhibited excess of the City. It’s within the City’s embrace
that she delights in her own sexual discovery and submits herself to the
demands of a rich and powerful gentleman from her past; a man who
demands obedience and is more than prepared to crack the whip to ensure
it. Schooling James by Bryn Allen In order to pick up a huge bonus a
desperate teacher must tutor an unwilling student to pass his statistics
exam. When the usual methods fail to capture his attention and
commitment, she must turn to a harsher, more disciplined regime. Little
does she know that a strict programme of extra-curricular punishment is
just what her student needs for him to make the grade. My Initiation by
Eva Hore When a young woman turns down an oﬀer to secretly watch her
roommate having sex with her boyfriend, she is soon regretting her
decision. However, her imagination soon takes her on a voyeuristic
journey, where she ﬁnds herself watching the couple as they embark on
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game of dominance and submission. It’s not long until she discovers the
pleasures and delights of being the captive audience, in an increasingly
wanton show. These stories have also been published in Spank Me ISBN:
9781905170937

Tie Me Up
Xcite Book An exciting collection of twenty erotic short stories from Xcite
Books, winners of ETO's Best Erotic Book Brand and Jade's Best Erotic
Fiction Publisher 2010, 2011 and 2012. What could be more satisfying than
submitting to delicious ecstasy? How about being the one in control? Read
on for a selection of sexy schoolgirl roleplaying, passionate threesomes
with ropes and handcuﬀs, eager toyboys, and mischievous lesbians with a
penchant for teasing. Whether you like your domination light and playful or
rough and ready this book can not fail to please. Skin Deep by Cathryn
Cooper Carew is strictly a ladies’ man, so why does he feel the need to
spend so much time in the company of pretty boy Francis? He aims to show
the boy the delights of sex with a woman and reinforce his own
heterosexual credentials. When Francis doesn’t respond to his erotic
display, Carew determines to thrash some sense into him, only for events
to take a startling turn. Jane’s Bonds by Shanna Germain Jane has always
wanted to experiment with sex toys, but her husband’s tastes are strictly
vanilla. When she sees the purple fur-lined wrist cuﬀs in a mail order
catalogue, she imagines how it would feel to be bound and blindfolded,
waiting for Derek to do whatever he wants to her. How can she get him to
make her fantasy an erotic reality? Tiger, Tiger by Paige Roberts David is
searching for the Indian tiger goddess, but to ﬁnd her he must spend a
night tied to the stone table in the jungle clearing – an ordeal he may not
survive. As the noise of a tiger’s roar comes closer, he struggles against
his bonds. But when the animal’s form appears to change into that of a
stunning, naked woman, David realises the goddess’ caress is to be
welcomed, not feared, even if it costs him his life... Black And White Photos
by Sommer Marsden She’s ﬁnding it hard to take the art exhibition
seriously, until she comes to the black and white photos. The erotic images
reveal to her the true beauty and excitement of BDSM games, and
suddenly she wants to try them for herself. Back at home, she lets Charles,
her husband, take charge, blindfolding and binding her for an experience
she will never forget. My First Time by Eva Hore Rita’s not supposed to
enter the room with the black-painted door when her boyfriend’s not
around, but she can’t resist showing Doris what’s inside. Doris can’t
understand why anyone would want racks and ropes in their home, until
Rita persuades her to try them out. Just as she’s getting in the swing of
things, Rita’s boyfriend comes home. Together, they will show Doris
exactly what it means to be tied and teased. Party Games by Jim Baker
Though Judy and Katie may diﬀer in their taste in music, the one thing they
can agree on is their party is going to be memorable. Judy’s beginning to
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think she’ll end the evening alone, then Katie invites her to take part in a
threesome. It’s the start of a wild adventure that quickly sees Katie tied to
the bed, learning why Ravel’s Bolero is the perfect accompaniment to a
bout of erotic tickling Dangerous Games by Eva Hore Her boyfriend has
promised her a night she’ll never forget, and it begins when she follows his
instructions to put on lingerie, blindfold herself and wait for his return.
When David joins her, his unfamiliar aftershave lets her know he’s playing
some kind of game, but as she succumbs to his deliciously rough play, she
has no way of knowing the truth of the situation. Fantasy by DMW Carol
She loves roleplaying for him, and she knows exactly how their next
session will go. She wants to play the part of an innocent, virginal
schoolgirl, ripe and ready to learn about sex, and as her imagination runs
wild, she lets her lover initiate her into the thrill of bondage, too... Picket
Fence by Sommer Marsden De-cluttering the attic, Nick ﬁnds a Polaroid
camera he can’t bear to throw away. Noel can’t fathom his fascination with
the thing, until the night he uses it to take some very raunchy photos of
her, naked and bound. Photos that have a very powerful aphrodisiac eﬀect
on anyone who sees them. Change Of Life by Cathryn Cooper Men have
treated Mariana so badly she now only uses them for her own ends, ﬁnding
real pleasure with her friend and lover, Sharaz. While she’s sharing a
sensuous sauna with Sharaz, discovering all the things two women can do
to each other, her husband is restrained at home, patiently waiting for her
return... La Cage Aux Folles by Kaycie Wolfe Sex therapist Merril helps
other people mend their lives, but her own needs more than a little work.
Escaping from the cage of her failing marriage seems like the ideal solution
to all her problems, but not before she’s dealt with her self-absorbed,
cheating husband in a highly appropriate fashion. Travel Broadens The
Mind by Kirsten Schubinski The bus journey took her through rebel
country, where kidnappings are rife. She never believed it could happen to
her; now here she is, chained in a cell and being looked after by a jailer she
has never seen. How will she react when he starts to treat her as a lover,
rather than a captive After Hours by Kristina Wright Natalie’s had a rough
week at work, and Ryan is sure the way to relieve her stress is with sex on
his oﬃce desk. Initially afraid they’ll get caught in the act, Natalie soon
relaxes into the moment – then Ryan produces a length of rope so he can
tie her in place... In The Saddle by Primula Bond Invited to spend a
weekend in the country by a man she barely knows, inveterate townie
Angela knows it’s going to be a complete disaster, until she ﬁnds the
estate’s tack room. Aroused by the scent of leather, she can’t resist lewdly
riding a saddle like it’s a bucking bronco – only to be caught trespassing by
a stable hand intent on punishing her for her naughty behaviour. Under
The Oak by Penelope Friday Head girl Ella meets her horny, self-assured
classmate Jamie under the oak tree. It’s not long before she discovers he
knows exactly how to knot a school tie, leaving her fastened to the tree
with her bottom bared for a spanking, in an erotic game that twists and
turns to a deliciously unexpected conclusion. Festival by Cyanne She’s
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looking forward to engineering the sound at the music festival; even more
so when she learns she’ll be working alongside Irish hunk Sean. He’s
enigmatic, totally in control and maybe just a little bit dangerous. And his
way with cable ties and gaﬀer tape leads her into a sexual encounter like
none she’s ever had. Mistress Of All She Surveys by Carmel Lockyer Valerie
considers herself an expert in all things BDSM and the queen of mind
games. She’s served her apprenticeship in fetish clubs and dungeons,
learning how how to give submissives exactly what they need. When her
latest client brings her an expensive statue as a tribute, she vows to earn
it in a way he will ﬁnd exquisitely painful Teaching Derek by Primula Bond
Jane and Sally are enduring a rainy week in Devon when the team from a
TV makeover show arrives and interrupts their latest sex game. With the
glamorous female interviewer out of the way, they can get down to tying
up cute young cameraman Derek and showing him just how much fun he
can have with two horny, experienced women. Political Prey by Jim Baker
When David knocks on her door and canvasses Susie for her vote, she soon
realises he’s her ideal man – a young virgin who’s willing to be tutored in
how to give a woman pleasure. But Susie’s methods of domination go way
beyond the norm, and as far as she’s concerned, his most important asset
is that he’s unlikely to be missed... Maid To Misbehave by Stephen Albrow
Madeleine doesn’t normally visit sex shops, but she can’t resist the French
maid’s outﬁt she sees in the window. The shop’s dominant, rubber-clad
salesgirl is only too happy to help Madeleine try it on, and to give her the
punishment she deserves for selecting such a slutty costume.

Cocktales
Volume Three
Accent Press Ltd Sizzling sexy short stories Sex in the tropical palm house
transports her to an erotic paradise ... Their new sex toy lets her dominate
her husband in all the best ways ... When the cinema lights go down, that's
when the naughty fun begins ... These are just some of the tales of lust
and desire from the best names in erotic ﬁction, including Kay Jaybee,
Charlotte Stein, and Sommer Marsden

Sex at Work
An Xcite Collection of Inappropriate
Behaviour on the Job
From encounters with the boss to aﬀairs with colleagues or forbidden
liaisons with clients, these stories revolve around all manner of workplace
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relations - a diversity which is equally matched by the variety of work
environments. So whatever turns you on, whether it's orgies at the oﬃce,
getting frisky at the factory or even ﬁnding a tailor shop which provides
that extra special 'customer service', you'll ﬁnd something to suit in here!
Some people live to work, some work to live, while some people live and
work for one thing and one thing only: and that's ultimate job satisfaction.
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